Have it your way – AME Planters with options you demand

A-M-E Twin Row Unit- 8”
A-M-E is pleased to introduce the innovative
8” Twin Row Planter. This unit can be set up
on 20” or 30” centers or anywhere in-between.
Both Row Units are set on a single
parallelogram for strength and simplicity.
When unit is used on 20” centers you’re
effectively planting 8”-12”-8” pattern. When
unit is used on 30” centers you’re effectively
planting 8”-22”-8” pattern. Additional and
considerable savings are gained by use of a
single down pressure system and single row
cleaner per twin row. This translates in some
cases to over $35,000 in savings on 60’
toolbars.
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Single Down Force per Twin
Since both 8” twin
row meters are carried on
Row
the same parallelogram you only need to use
one Precision Planting Delta Down Force or
Air Force per twin row. This applies for any
down pressure system that you may want to
choose for your planter.

Single Row Cleaner per Twin
Row
The same principle
applies to row cleaners
since a single cleaner is utilized for both rows.
Our face plate mounting is universal and you
can choose a row cleaner of your choice. If you
choose clean sweep then only one sweep is
required per two rows. Additionally the same
principle applies for dry or liquid fertilizer
option- one opener per twin row.

Electric vSet Drives
We utilize Precision Planting vSet electric drive
meters and they only require a single SRM for
operation of both units. On 20” centers we
recommend using 2.5” depth gauge wheels. On
30” centers standard 4.5” depth gauge wheels
can be used. All of our twin row units utilize
only outboard depth gauge wheels, therefore
allowing plenty of trash clearance in between
twin 8” rows.

Choice of Closing Wheels
Our standard Twin Row units are equipped with
four rubber V closing wheels with two inner
ones set 3/4 inch lower than outboard closing
wheels, allowing us more accurate soil to seed
contact. As an option we also have available
CNH style twin wide rubber closing wheels
especially for sandier or lighter soil conditions.

Email us for more details: ame@A-M-E.co

